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List 7 (Product form code)
New codes BN and PQ, and the clarification of PM, requested by the Spanish ONIX group.
“Fascículos”, sold on newsstands, are an important feature of Spanish publishing. New code BO
requested by the German ONIX group, and included in List 7 since the folded format is considered
to be the primary characteristic of this type of product. New codes DJ to DM requested by Bowker.
BN

Part-work (fascículo)

A part-work issued with its own ISBN and intended to be collected and
bound into a complete book

BO

Leporello (folded)

A concertina-folded book, usually a picture book

DJ

Secure Digital (SD) Memory Card

DK

Compact Flash Memory Card

DL

Memory Stick Memory Card

DM

USB Flash Drive

PM

Wallet or folder

Wallet or folder (usually containing loose sheets etc): it is preferable to
code the contents and treat 'wallet' as packaging (List 80), but if this is not
possible the product as a whole may be coded as a 'wallet'. (Clarification
of existing code value)

PQ

Plate (lámina)

A book-sized (as opposed to poster-sized) sheet, usually in colour or high
quality print

List 10 (Epublication format)
New code 027 requested by Bowker.
027

Sony BBeB

An epublication delivered in a proprietary format, capable of being read
on a Sony Reader handheld device

List 12 (Trade category)
Usage of existing code 04 extended at the request of the Spanish and French ONIX groups.
04

'Pocket' paperback

In countries where recognised as a distinct trade category (French 'livre
de poche', German 'Taschenbuch', Spanish 'libro de bolsillo')

List 13 (Series identifier type code)
New code 06 added for consistency with other identifier lists.
06

DOI
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List 17 (Contributor role code)
New code B24 requested by the Spanish ONIX group: this role is specifically recognised by the
Spanish ISBN Agency and by a number of publishers. Clarification of B20 requested by the UK.
B20

Consultant editor

Use also for 'advisory editor' (Clarification of existing code value)

B24

'Literary editor'

An editor who is responsible for establishing the text used in an edition of
a historic literary work (in Spain, 'editor literario')

List 21 (Edition type code)
Corrections to documentation on BRL, LTE and MCP suggested by the UK, who also requested a
new code specifically for “ultra large print”, with a clarification of the size range for LTE.
BRL

Braille

Braille edition (Incorrect annotation deleted from existing code)

LTE

Large type / large print

Large print edition, print sizes 14 to 19 pt - see also ULP (Clarification of,
and incorrect annotation deleted from, existing entry)

MCP

Microprint

A printed edition in a type size too small to be read without a magnifying
glass (Incorrect annotation deleted from existing entry)

ULP

Ultra large print

For print sizes 20pt and above, and with typefaces designed for the
visually impaired - see also LTE

List 27 (Subject scheme identifier code)
Code 39, added in Issue 5, has been redefined, and codes 43-46 have been added, at the request
of the Norwegian ONIX group. Code 17 requested by the UK for a new qualifier added to the BIC
subject category scheme.
17

BIC reading level & special interest
qualifier

Code

39

Læreplaner

Norwegian school curriculum version (4703)

43

Skolefag

Norwegian primary and secondary school subject categories (4705)

44

Videregående

Norwegian list of categories used in higher secondary education and
vocational training (4706)

45

Undervisningsmateriell

Norwegian list of categories for books and other material used in
education (4707)

46

Norsk DDK

Norwegian version of Dewey Decimal Classification

List 29 (Audience code type)
New code 01 proposed by the UK, with the following background: “In the general spirit of moving
things from the <Product> level into various composites, Code List 29 should contain a code that
allows the values from Code List 28 to be carried within the <Audience> composite instead of
outside the composite.”
01

ONIX audience codes

Code List 28 for use within the <Audience> composite

List 30 (Audience range qualifier)
New code 20 requested by the Norwegian ONIX group. New code 16 requested by the German
ONIX group. New code 12 requested by the UK.
12

UK school grade

Values are defined by BIC for England & Wales, Scotland and N Ireland

16

Interest age, months

For use up to 30 months only: values in <AudienceRangeValue> must be
integers

20

Skoletrinn

Norwegian educational grades (4704)
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List 38 (Image/audio/video file type code)
New code 06 suggested in correspondence from the Australian ONIX group, to differentiate a high
quality image from a regular (but not thumbnail) image.
04

Front cover image

06

Front cover high quality image

Quality unspecified: if sending both a standard quality and a high quality
image, use 04 for standard quality and 06 for high quality (Clarification of
existing code value)

List 44 (Name code type)
New codes 06 and 07 have been defined for ONIX Serials, and are now also included for ONIX
Books.
06

EAN-UCC GLN

Global location number (formerly EAN location number)

07

SAN

Book trade Standard Address Number - US, UK etc

List 50 (Measure unit code)
New code requested by the German ONIX group.
cm

Centimeters

Millimeters are the preferred metric unit of length

List 51 (Relation code)
New code 11 requested by the Norwegian ONIX group. Explanatory text for all other values has
been revised in the light of a user query on the ONIX listserv.
01

Includes

X includes Y (where the product described in the ONIX record is X and
the related product is Y)

02

Is part of

X is part of Y – use for 'also available as part of'

03

Replaces

X replaces Y

05

Replaced by

X is replaced by Y

06

Alternative format

X is available in an alternative format as Y – indicates an alternative
format of the same content which is or may be available.

07

Has ancillary product

X has an ancillary or supplementary product Y

08

Is ancillary to

X is ancillary or supplementary to Y

09

Is remaindered as

X is remaindered as Y, when a remainder merchant assigns its own
identifier to the product

10

Is remainder of

X was originally sold as Y, indicating the publisher's original identifier for a
title which is offered as a remainder under a different identifier

11

Is other-language version of

X is an other-language version of Y

12

Publisher's suggested alternative

X has a publisher's suggested alternative Y, which does not, however,
carry the same content (cf 05 and 06)

13

Epublication based on (print product)

X is an epublication based on printed product Y

14

Epublication is distributed as

X is an epublication 'rendered' as Y – use when the ONIX record
describes a package of electronic content which is available in multiple
'renderings'

15

Epublication is a rendering of

X is a 'rendering' of an epublication Y – use when the ONIX record
describes a specific rendering of an epublication content package, to
identify the package

16

POD replacement for

X is a POD replacement for Y – Y is an out-of-print product replaced by a
print-on-demand version under a new ISBN

17

Replaced by POD

X is replaced by POD Y – Y is a print-on-demand replacement, under a
new ISBN, for an out-of-print product X
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List 53 (Returns conditions code type)
This change results from correspondence with BIC.
03

UK book trade returns conditions
code

NOT CURRENTLY USED – BIC has decided that it will not maintain a
code list for this purpose, since returns conditions are usually at least
partly based on the trading relationship (Clarification of existing code
value)

List 70 (Stock quantity code type)
New list, required as a consequence of the introduction of the <StockQuantityCoded> composite in
Release 2.1 revision 03.
01

Proprietary

02

APA stock quantity code

Code scheme defined by the Australian Publishers Association

List 71 (Sales restriction type code)
New codes 04 to 06 were requested by the UK ONIX group, with the following background:
“Code List 71 currently lacks sufficient detail in two respects to meet the needs of Nielsen
BookScan and possibly other users. The requirements are:
a) to make a distinction between the two circumstances combined under code 01;
b) to identify items for sale to libraries only.”
01

Retailer exclusive / own brand

For sale only through designated retailer. Retailer must be named in
<SalesOutletName>. Use only when it is not possible to assign the more
specific code 04 or 05. (Clarification of existing code value)

04

Retailer exclusive

For sale only through designated retailer, though not under retailer's own
brand/imprint. Retailer must be named in <SalesOutletName>

05

Retailer own brand

For sale only through designated retailer under retailer's own
brand/imprint. Retailer must be named in <SalesOutletName>

06

Library edition

For sale to libraries only; not for sale through retail trade.

List 74 (Language code)
New code 'qar' was requested by the Spanish ONIX group. “Aranés” is a variant of Catalan spoken
in the Valle de Arán, and is recognised as a language by the Spanish ISBN Agency, but is not
included in ISO 639-2/B.
qar

Aranés

ONIX local code

List 78 (Product form detail)
New codes B311 to B410 requested by BISAC or the Spanish ONIX group or both. New codes
D132, P107 and P108 requested by the German ONIX group. New codes D206 and D207
requested by Bowker.
B311

Comb bound

Round or oval plastic forms in a clamp-like configuration: use with code
BE from List 7

B312

Wire-O

Twin loop metal or plastic spine: use with code BE from List 7

B313

Concealed wire

Cased over Wire-O binding: use with code BE from List 7

B409

Cloth

Cloth, not necessarily over boards – cf B401
Spanish 'simil-tela'

B410

Imitation cloth

D206

Palm OS

Use with an applicable Product Form code D*

D207

Windows Mobile

Use with an applicable Product Form code D*

D312

Nintendo Dual Screen
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List 78 (continued)
P107

Perpetual calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

P108

Advent calendar

Use with Product Form code PC

List 80 (Product packaging type)
Existing code value clarified for consistency with PM in List 7.
14

In wallet or folder

Use for miscellaneous items such as loose sheets, plates, slides,
microfiche, when presented in a wallet or folder (Clarification of existing
code value)

List 83 (Bible version)
New codes requested by the Norwegian ONIX group.
NBA

Bibelen 1895

Norwegian Bible translation

NBB

Bibelen 1930

Norwegian Bible translation

NBC

Bibelen 1938

Norwegian Bible translation

NBD

Bibelen 1978-85

Norwegian Bible translation

NBE

Bibelen 1978

Norwegian Bible translation

NBF

Bibelen 1985

Norwegian Bible translation

NBG

Bibelen 1988

Norwegian Bible translation

NBH

Bibelen 1978-85/rev. 2005

Norwegian Bible translation

NGO

Bibelen Guds ord

Norwegian Bible translation

NNK

Bibelen, nynorsk

Norwegian 'nynorsk' Bible translation

SMK

Bibelen, samisk

Norwegian 'samisk' Bible translation

List 84 (Study Bible type)
New codes requested by the Norwegian ONIX group.
NNT

Studiebibel, Det Nye testamentet

Norwegian study Bible, New Testament

NSB

Norsk studiebibel

Norwegian study Bible

List 85 (Bible purpose)
New codes requested by the Norwegian ONIX group.
CF

Confirmation

A Bible designed to be used in the confirmation reading or as a gift to a
confirmand

PS

Primary school

A Bible designed for use in primary school

WG

Wedding gift

A special gift Bible designed as a gift to the couple on their wedding day
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List 93 (Supplier role)
New code 06 was requested by the UK, to be used when it is not clear or known with certainty
whether or not a distributor is exclusive within a territory.
New code 07 suggested by the ONIX Support Team to deal with companies such as Lulu when
they are the supplier for POD products that they manufacture for authors or publishers.
06

Publisher's distributor

In a specified supply territory. Use only where exclusive/non-exclusive
status is not known. Prefer 02 or 03 as appropriate, where possible.

07

POD supplier

Where a POD product is supplied to retailers and/or consumers direct
from a POD source.

List 98 (Product form feature value - binding or page edge color)
New code ORG was requested by the German ONIX group.
ORG

Orange

List 99 (Product form feature value - special cover material)
New code 20 requested by the German ONIX group. New codes 21 to 24 requested by the
Spanish ONIX group.
20

Velvet

German 'Samt'

21

Mother-of-pearl

Spanish 'nácar'

22

Papyrus

23

Géltex

An imitation cloth binding material

24

Guaflex

An imitation leather binding material
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